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Abstract 

Heraclitus is not only the philosopher of the law of 
constant change but also the phi/osopher of identity. The 
fact that the cosmos is one and the same for itself and 
for all, means that it is in unity and identity with itself. 
The unity of diverse phenomena is to be found not in 
their matter, but in their logos. /ndeed the very identity of 
an object depends not on the matter that composes it, 
but on the regu/arity and predictabi/ity of the changes it 
undergoes. The world in Heraclitus is the same, one and 
common and its identity lies exclusive/y in that it is 
"ever/asting fire" and a/so in its eterna/, same, one and 
common ontological nature. 

Since the antiquity there is a misunderstanding and misinterpretation 
of Heraclitus as being the philosopher only of change and alteration. 
In this article I want to correct this misunderstanding about this great 
Presocratic thinker, by showing that Heraclitus is not only the 
philosopher of change and alteration, but also the philosopher of 
identity as weil, as far as the world is concerned. Heraclitus is 
thinking of the cos mos as being simultaneously in change and 
identity with itself, and not only in change, as most scholars, both 
ancient and contemporary (Plato, Aristotle, Nietzsche, Cornford, 
Popper, Guthrie, Barnes) have claimed. There are, however, few 
contemporary scholars who accept merely the theory of unity in 
Heraclitus beyond the phenomenal change (Burnet, Reinhardt, 
SnelI, Heidegger, Kirk), but they do not see deeper t he theory of 
identity in Heraclitus, and no one has offered yet a systematic 
demonstration of it. Thus, my scope in this original work is the 
demonstration that Heraclitus, besides thinking of the world as being 
in a Iteration, i s a lso thinking 0 f the world as being i n i dentity w ith 
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itself,J an identity which is inferred in frr. B30, B84b and B89 where 
Heraclitus declares the world to be UUfÓÇ. flç Xu't XOlVÓÇ. 

According to the Ephesian philosopher, the cos mos is t:lç xal. 
XOLVÓÇ. This monistic cosmic theory is expressed by Heraclitus in fr. 
889," which is saved by Plutarch: 

B89, Plutarch, De superstitione, 3p. 166c: ó 'HQáxÀ.nToç 
CJlT}(JL foiç tYQT}YOQÓ<JL v Eva xa't XOl vov xó<Jf.10V 
el val, TWV bè xOlf.1wf.1ivwv ExaaTov dç tÖlOV 
à1tO<JfQiCJlt:a9ul. TWV Öf ÖualÖulJ.10Vl XOl voç ouöt:Cç tan 
Xó<JJjoÇ' ovu yàQ tYQT}yoQwÇ fool <fQovovvn XQTJTUl oün: 
XOlJ.UÓf.1€VOÇ à1tuÀ.À.ánuUl TOV fUQánovToç ... 

As far as Plutarch's interpretation is concerned Kirk3 considers it 
irrelevant because, firstly, according to him, the word KóajJoç 
declares only the 'order' in Heraclitus (B30) and not the later 
common notion of 'cosmos', and secondly, his interpretative 
reference to the religious human being, who because of this reason 
cannot acquire areasonabie and unified view of things, is a 
reference to the notion of 'cosmos' and not of 'order'. However, in 
the Archaic word KÓO'~OÇ, the universal concept of 'cosmos' is 
included within the concept of 'order', expressing the 'universal well
ordered totality' ,4 and thus Plutarch is not misinterpreting Heraclitus. 

In my view, Plutarch uses the above Heraclitean fragment in 
his work nEql ÓEwLtJaL/Jov{aç (De superstitione) with a theological 
purpose. He perceives Heraclitus' KOI~W~EVOI as ÖEIO'IÖai~oVEC;, 
as god-fearing, and he tries to explain the lack of their prudence, as 
weil as the dreamy flutter which they are in by being constantly god
fearing, and which they can never escape from. However, his 
interpretation is exclusively based on the fear of god, on 
ÖEIC1IÖaI~ovia, which he considers as the cause of KOI~W~EVOI, 

1 See more about the demonstration of this changing and simultaneously 
identified idiosyneratie nature of the Being and the eosmos in Heraclitus in my 
book, Yiorgo N. Maniatis: Alteration and Identity in the Philosophy of Heraclitus 
(Doet. Oiss., Athens: Papazisis Publications, 2001, pp. 422; in Greek). 

2 Cf. in H. 0 iels - W. Kranz: Die F ragmente der Vorsokratiker ( Berlin, 
1952, Seehsten Auflage, 3 Bände) also the doxographies 22A 1, Oiogenes 
Laertius, IX 8: 1tE1tEQáv9al tE to 1täv xal ha Ehal XÓO/lOV; IX 12: tQÓ1tOU 

XÓO/lov ha twv ;U/l1táVfWV; 22A 10, Aetius, 11 1.2 (0. 327): ·HQáû..ELto~ ... ÉVa 

tov XÓO/lOV. 
3 G.S. Kirk: Heraclitus: The Cosmie Fragments (Cambridge: Cam bridge 

University Press, 1954), pp. 63-64. 
4 See the Arehaie use of the KÓOPOÇ as 'well-ordered eosmie totality' in 

Empedoeles, 31 B 134,5, in Anaxagoras, 59B8, and in Diogenes of Apollonia, 

64B2. 
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and thus, Plutarch misinterprets Heraclitus' fragment in his 
theological book by using it with a clearly theological aim. There is 
not such theological meaning in Heraclitus' words, and he does not 
seem to have in mind something like that when he talks about 
tYQl1yoQónç and KOIJjWJjEVOI people. Plutarch's interpretation is 
very restrictive, because it restricts Heraclitus' KOIJjWJjEVOI only in 
the domain of the god-fearing, something that neither Heraclitus 
talks about, nor is it suitable as a generalization of his mind and of 
the meaning that he wants to give through the picture of 
tYQl1yoQónç and KOIJjWJjEVOI people. Consequently, Plutarch's 
interpretation does not lead to the right way of understanding 
Heraclitus' words in the fragment. 

The picture of the alert-asleep people is first offered by 
Heraclitus already in his first fr. B 1. 5 In that fragment the <l;UVEtol 
are likened to the asleep who forget what they do. But in this specific 
fr. B89, these <l;UVEtOl and <l1tElQOl(Jl v offr. B 1 are characterized by 
Heraclitus as KOIJ,JWJ,JEVOI, each one turning to his/her own world, 
exactly for the reason which he mentions in fr. B2,6 because they do 
not participate in the cosmic and common prudence of the logos, but 
in their own individual and restricted prudence, which gives them the 
dreamy illusion that each one of them lives in his/her own world. 
What Heraclitus wants to say here is th at each one of the 1tOJJ .. ol 
people has the impression that he/she lives in his/her own 
individualized world, a restricted and small world, and th at they are 
all asleep because of this reason. Because, according to the 
philosopher, the cosmos is one and common, universal, and in 
complete unity as ÉV, having united within itself all the individual 
worlds 1távta 0 fm ultiplicity, with which i t exists in t he identity Êv-
1távta.

7 So, only the people who perceive the cosmos in this way 
are the alert ones, that is, the people who are truly awake spiritually, 
the people who participate in the cosmic Àóyoç,8 and say it 
homologously within them, that is, those who in their cosmic 
prudence perceive the cosmos as ÉV, as Éva xal XOl VÓv. This is the 
meaning of the Heraclitean comparison between the few spiritually 

5 2281, Sextus, Against the Mathematicians VII 132: tOUç bÈ iH,À.olJç 

àv6gro3to\Jç À.uv6áv€l óxó<Ju ÈYEQ9ÉvtEç 3tOloiJ<JlV, ÓX(J)<J3tEQ óxó<Ju 

El"ÓOVUÇ È3tlÀ.uv9ávovtUl. 

6 2282, Sextus, Against the Mathematicians VII 133: toiJ À.óyOlJ Ó' 

ÈÓVtOç ~lJVOU ~<ÓOlJ<JlV ol 3tOÀ.À.Ol ó>ç löluv EXOVUÇ qJQÓVT\<JLV. 

7 Cf. 22850, Hippolytus, Refutation of All Heresies IX 9: Ê v 3távtu 
T 

€lVUL 

8 Cf. 22850, Hippolytus, Refutation of All Heresies IX9: toiJ A.óyOlJ 

àxou<Juvtuç ÓIl0À.oyEiv <JoqJóv È<JtlV Êv 3távtu ElvUl. 
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awake people, roi; tYUlJyoQÓ(JlV, and the many a sleep ones, twv 

XOl/lW/lÉvwv. 
Let us pass, however, beyond this Heraclitean comparison 

concerning the dual kind of people and the way they view the 
cosmos, to the clearly Heraclitean cosmotheory. In the specific 
fragment Heraclitus formulates a declaration of great importance: he 
declares that the cosmos is one and common. But what does this 
declaration of Heraclitus mean th at Eva xal XOl VQV Xó<J/lov tI val? 

In the domain of research, Vlastos'l correctly accepts the 
originality of fr. B89 interpreting the KÓOJjOÇ as 'universe' and not 
only as 'order', as it is also in fr. B30, and considers that here 
Heraclitus declares his beautiful idea about the one, common 
Àóyoç, which is the same for all and everything, but which 
nevertheless is hidden by the many people who live in their own 
artificia/ wor/ds. A/though the interpretation that Vlastos gives to the 
cosmos as Aóyoç is not wrong, since the Aóyoç constitutes the 
cosmic mode-of-Being, it is a restricting one, because the XÓ<1/l0ç is 
not only the Aóyoç, but also the rrav, including also the rest twelve 
modes-of-Being in Heraclitus. 1O Marcovich ll rightly accepts as 
original the who/e fr. B89 in its both parts, considering that it says 
something new, and th at it constitutes a Heraclitean simile or 
metaphor, for which he says: «As the wor/d of those who are awake 
is 0 ne, t he same and c ommon toa 11 men, and therefore r eal and 
true; whereas the worlds (cf. <páoç - <páaj..Jara in fr. 26) of those who 
sleep are many, different from each other and certainly illusive, 
unreal and untrue: so also those who have recognized the universal 
logos, common to all things and real (to1v, fr. 1), possess one single 
world-order, common to all men (cf. XÓ<1/l0V tÓvÖf, tQV autov 
áTCávtwv) and true; whereas the rest of men possess each one a 
different world, untrue and fanciful (cf. ÖOKÉovTa fr. 28a; €WUtOl<Jl ÖÈ 
ÖOKiouO'l fr. 17; Ó1Ç iö(av Ë:;(ovnç fr. 2). Thus, the word ÈYQlJYOgÓ<1lV 
alludes to the recognition of the Logos.»12 Marcovich correctly 
interprets fr. B89, perceiving the Heraclitean simile or metaphor and 

9 G. Vlastos: 'On Heraclitus', American Journalof Philology 76, 1955, pp. 
344-347. 

10 The world in Heraclitus has the following thirteen modes-of-Being: ""0-
À.Óyoç-geoç-b(xll-EQlç-"óÀ.e/loç-aiwv-ooepov-XQllo/lo0UVll or XQEW xat XÓQoÇ
XEQauvOç-vÓ/lOÇ-YVol/lll· 

11 M. Marcovich: Heraclitus (Merida: Los Andes University Press, 1967), 
pp.98-100. 

12 M. Marcovich, op. cit.~ conjectures th at fr. 22889 was one of the 
sourees of the Sceptic misinterpretation which is included in the doxography 
22A 16, Sextus, Against the Mathematicians VII, 129. 
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the meaning of the single cosmic order which is the only true one, 
and which is the result of comprehending the cosmic Àóyoç. On the 
other hand, Robinson 13 even though linguistically admits of the 
paraphrasing form of the fragment, he correctly claims that Plutarch 
does not falsify at all in his quotations Heraclitus' original ideas, for 
philosophically the notion of a common to all cos mos is indisputably 
Heraclitean (B30), as also are the opposites ÈYQllyoQoÇ xal 
xaOEüOo'V (B88), and so, the antithesis between the common 
cosmos and the 'individual' cosmos of this fragment seems to him 
as naturally Heraclitean. 

According to my interpretation, the fact that the cosmos is 
KOIVÓÇ, means that it is universal, total, 'same' for all. The fact that 
the cosmos is Elç, means that it is in unity with itself, that it is the 
'same' for itself. The fact that the cos mos is one and the same for 
itself and for all, means that it is in unity and identity with itself. It 
means that in the Heraclitean cosmic theory the cosmos is set Elç 
E'V, which is KOIVÓV, th at is, the same for all who are inside it and 
perceive it. But the fact that the cosmos is set Eiç E'V, which is 
common, same for everybody and everything, means that it is in 
identity with itself, given th at identity means that something tiOE''Wl 
Elç E'V, 14 and thus it constitutes E'V. Hence, Heraclitus taUti~El, 
identifies t he cosmos, s ince Elç Ë'V tO'V tát1El, a nd t he world is in 
identity, since it is tautóç, Elç xat XOl'VOÇ for all. Then, the unity of 
the cosmos as Ë'V and its XOl'VO'V also constitutes its identity, since to 
identify means TieE~al Eiç E'V, that is, I am united, I am E'V, and I am 
the same Ë'V for all, the tauto Ë'V for all, the KOIVÓV. Consequently, 
according to the interpretation I adopt here, the world is in identity, 
according to Heraclitus, an identity that is justified and inferred by 
the fact th at it is Ë'V, that is in unity, and XOl'VÓÇ, that is tautóç, the 
same for all. These two parameters of the nature of the cosmos, 
such as they are declared by Heraclitus in fr. B89, lead to the 
identity of the cosmos with itself, exactly because E'Va xal XOl 'VO'V 
XÓ<JJ!o'V EI'Val, that is, it is set Elç E'V, which is also tauto for all of its 
multiple beings, that is, it is a XOl'VO'V E'V. 

13 T.M. Robinson: Heraclitus (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1987), B' 138. 

4 Cf. H.G. Liddell and R. Scott: A Greek-English Lexicon, trans. in Greek 
by X.P. Moschos, revised by M. Konstantinides and P. Diamantakos (Athens: I. 
Sideris, 1904, 1995,6 vols.) [See also the original English version: H.G. Liddell 
and R. Scott: A Greek-English Lexicon, revised by H. Stuart Jones and R. 
McKenzie (1925-1940, gth ed.)], vol. IV, p. 296: tautótfJç: tO Elvat tl tautóv, 
and p. 295: tautttro (or taut(oro): dç Ëv táttro. Cf. Aristotle, Nicomachean 
Ethics 8.12,3; Metaphysics 2.1,9. 
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1I 

This identity of the cosmos can also be seen more obviously 
verbally as Ó aUT()ç XÓUJ10ç in fr. 830, which is saved by Clement: 

830, Clement, Stromateis V 105 (11 396, 10) [Plutarch, 
De animo 5 p. 1014A]: uaqiuTaTa b' 'HQáxÀnToç ó 
'E<piuLOÇ TautTJç fUtl tilç bÓ~TJç [(mcan.) roç ÈuoJ1ivTJç 
l'totÈ Eiç Tllv tO\; l'tuQoÇ ovu(av ~ftapoÀilçJ, TOY ~iv Tlva 
XÓ(JJ10V àibLOv El val öoxl~áuaç, TOY bi Tl va 
<pOnQÓJ1fVOV, TOY xatà tllV blaxóu~ TJUl v, dbwç OVx 
ftEQOV OVTa fXE(VOU l'tWç EXOVtOÇ, àÀÀ' ÓTl J1t:V àiblOV 
TOY È~ ál'táUTJç tilç ouuiaç löiwç l'tOlOV XÓ(J~OV fibEi, 
<paVEQOV l'tOlEi ÀÉY(dV OUtwç' XÓ(J~OV tÓVÓE, tOY 
autO V cll'táVTWV, oütE TlÇ OEWV OÜtE àvOQrol'twV 
Èl'tOITJUfV, àÎ.À' ~v (Hl xal f(Jn v xal futal 1t\;Q 
àEi~wov, cll'ttÓ~EVOV J1itQa xal àrcO(JPfVVU~EVOV 

JlétQa. bn ÓÈ xal yEVTJTOV xal <fOaQtov autov EIval 
~boy~án~Ev ~ TJvun tà Èl'ttCfEQó~Eva. 

I wil/ be concerned here with the first part of the fragment, XÓ(J~ov 
TóvÓr, tOY aUTOV árcávt(l)v, which exclusively deals with the cosmos 
being in identity. Reinhardtl~ and Kirk,I6 who do not accept the 
phrase TOV at'TOv árcávTWV as Heraclitean but as Clement's 
intervention ,17 claim that Clement's motive for this addition was his 
desire to show exactly what his interpretative phrase, tOY €; ál'tá(JTJç 
T~Ç oU(Jlaç ibtwç 1tOtOV XÓ(J~ov, refers to, and for this they think that 
he adds the TOV aUTov cl1táYTWV, as «an over-condensed but 
unmistakable summary of the longer Stoic interpretation.» KIRK ET 
AL 1H agree with them, claiming that the intervention of Clement and 
the Stoics has for this reason a very strong motive. On the contrary, 
Marcovich l9 who correctly accepts the phrase TOV aUTov <ll'távtwv as 
Heraclitean, is opposed to the above scholars, because he 
considers th at if Clement had indeed added this phrase, this would 

15 K. Reinhardt: Parmenides und die Geschichte der griechischen 
Philosophie (80nn, 1916), p. 170n.1; also: 'Herakleitos Lehre vom Feuer', 
Hermes77, 1942, p.12ff. 

16 G.S. Kirk, op. cit.. pp. 307-310. 
17 Kirk claims Ihat il is rather Clement's intervention, because as it also 

seems from other fragments th at Clement sets out for Heraclitus - but also for 
other wrilers -, he used 10 add such short phrases; cf. 22814: tO"tOL~ à3tElÀEl; 

22820: ràUOv ÖÈ ó.vuTCu"w9ulj 22826: (l1Co9uvo)vj 22828: XUI. I1ÉvtoL. 
1 G.S. Kirk, J.E. Raven and M. Schofield: The Presocratic Philosophers 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1957, 1983), p. 198n.1. 
19 M. Marcovich, op. cit., pp. 268-269, 273n.1. 
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mean that the eternal cosmos is the same «tor all possible particular 
world-orders or ólaKoa~~aElç [= á:rtávtrov],» something that is 
opposed to the Stoic cosmic theory and terminology which talks 
about one Kóa.,.oç and not many Kóa",ol, and so «Clement is 
following here literally his Stoic source. »20 Besides, this phrase is 
very different from C lement's interpretative c omments, as Gigon,21 
Kerschensteiner22 and Wiese2J have correctly noticed. 

Clement indeed misinterprets Stoically Heraclitus' cosmos as 
being born and perishabie, based on the Stoic misinterpretation that 
the cosmos is xal yEVTJtOV xal qJ6aQtóv, saying that these worlds 
are not different between them: that the MOLOÇ XÓ(JflOÇ oux ÉtEQov 
ovta ÈXElVOU :rtroç EXOvtOÇ from <p6ElQÓflEVOÇ XÓ(JflOÇ, identifying 
thus these two worlds. But Clement's interpretation lies in the 
identification of the Tl vÈç forms of the cosmos as cosmos àlOLOÇ, 
<p6ElQÓflEVOÇ, yEVT)tOÇ xal q;6aQtóç. However, these forms of the 
cosmos are Stoic and not Heraclitean, since Heraclitus neither does 
he t alk a nywhere about birth and d ecay, nor does he explain the 
identity of the cosmos as an identity of birth-decay, but he just says 
th at this cosmos is the same, Ó autoç for all, and that it eternally is 
an ever-living fire, without ever being born or dead. This 
misinterpretation of 'cosmogony-cosmic decay' is clearly Stoic, and 
thus, Clement does not justify correctly the identity of the cosmos 
that Heraclitus has here in mind. 

Let us see then Heraclitus' fragment itself, beyond Clement's 
misinterpretative comments. What does Heraclitus mean by saying 
XÓOflOV tóvÖE, tov autov á:rtávtrov? 

First of all, the research up today presents some 
disagreements regarding the precise meaning of the word Kóa.,.oç 
in Heraclitus. The first right notion that instantly comes to the 
scholar's mind is the standard one of the 'cosmos' as the 'world'. But 
Cornford24 believes that this common notion of the word Kóa.,.oç is 

20 For the Stoic terminology, cf. Diogenes Laertius VII, 137: tov Èx tilç 
á"áO'l1Ç; o\lO'(aç tölwç; "ol6v; 138: xal fO'n xóO'~oç ó iölwç "OlOÇ <Èx> tilç tWV 
ÓA,WV o\lO'(a;; Arius Didymus apo Eus., P.E. XV 15,3 (0. 464): xal to ~Èv Èx til; 
"áO'l1; o\lO'(aç "OlOV XÓO'~ov à(ÖLOV Elval xal. 9EÓV; M. Pohlenz: Die Stoa 11 
(Göttingen, 1955), p. 44. For a same opinion with that of Marcovich, see H. 
Wiese: Heraklit bei Klemens von Alexandrien (Diss. Kiel, 1963), p. 241. 

21 O. Gigon: Untersuchungen zu Heraklit (Basel Dissertation, Leipzig, 
1935), E' 51. 

2 J. Kerschensteiner: Kosmos (Zetemata 30) (München: Beek, 1962), p. 
101. 

23 H. Wiese, op. cit., p. 242n.5. 
24 F.M. Cornford: 'Innumerable Worlds in Presocratic Cosmogony', 

Classical Quarterly, 1934, p. 1 ft. 
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used only after the fourth century B.C. Attempts to find the first 
meaning of the word Kóa~oç have been carried out. So, Reinhardt,25 
Gigon26 and KranzZ7 correctly consider the reference tO"ç oUQavo"ç 
xaL tO"ç tv aUToiç xÓ(Jj.10Uç, in the doxographies 12A928 and 12A 11 29 

about A naximander, a s A naximandrean, with whom K irkJO wrongly 
disagrees. Furthermore, Kranz lJ and all the scholars in general 
correctly regard Anaximenes' reference in fragment 13B2·\2: xal. bÀ.ov 
tOV XÓ(Jj.1ov 1tVEüj.1a xal. àt]Q 1tEQl{XEl, as reference to the common 
notion 'cosmos'; this opinion wrongly again is not accepted by 
Reinhard,·1J Wilamowitz,·14 Gigon"~ and Kirk,·\b even though here too 
the universal meaning of the KÓ<7~OÇ is very obvious. K irk,37 who 
proceeds to an extensive research of the notions of the word 
KÓOJ.JOÇ, finally asserts that until the fifth century the primary notion 
of the word is 'order' with several similar meanings, and that it 
gradually acquires the meaning of 'world-order' by Empedocles, 
Diogenes, and maybe by Philolaus, until it takes from the fourth 
century the common meaning 'cosmos' th at it has up today. So, he 
accepts that Heraclitus' meaning of the KÓ<7J.J0Ç in fr. 830, which he 
wrongly·IX claims to be the only fragment where the word is found, is 
'order' and not 'cosmos' , as it has been established by the research. 
Nevertheless, a problem arises about the meaning of the KÓ<7~OÇ in 
connection with È1tOlT)(JEV, since this sentence does not make any 
sense under the notion of 'order'. Thus, Kirk finally accepts that the 
word concerns the 'ordered whoie' , which he paradoxically 

25 K. Reinhardt, op. cit., p. 174ff. 
26 O. Gigon, op. cit., p. 52ff. 
27 W. Kranz: 'Kosmos als Philosophischer Begriff Frühgriechischer Zeit,' 

Philologus 93, 1939. p. 430ff. 
8 12A9, Theophrastus, Physic. Opin., fr. 2, D. 476, apo Simplicius in 

Aristot. Phys. 24, 13: i:~ ~ç àrwvTaç y(vwOal touç oUQavouç xal. tOUç tv autoi~ 
XÓOIlO"~' 

2 12A 11, Hippolytus, Refutation of All Heresies I, 6, 1: È~ ~ç y(vtoOaL 
touç ousavouç xal tGV tv autoiç xóollov. 

3 G.S. Kirk, op. cit., p. 312. 
31 W. Kranz, op. cit., p. 430ff. 
32 13B2, Aetius 1 3, 4 (0. 278). 
33 K. Reinhardt: Kosmos U. Sympathie, p. 209ff. 
34 U.v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff: Der Glaube der Hellenen I (Berlin: 

Weidmann, 1932), p. 374n.3. 
35 O. Gigon, op. cit., p. 54. 
36 G.S. Kirk, op. cit., p. 312. 
37 G.S. Kirk, op. cit., pp. 311-314, 317. 
38 The word XÓOIlOÇ is also found in Heraclitus' following fragments: 

22B75: trov tv trol XÓOIlWl ylvollÉVWVj 22B89: ÉVa xal. XOlVOV XÓOlloV ElvaLj 
22B 124: ó xái.J"wtoç ... [ ó] xó(JIlOÇ. 
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considers as having the meaning of 'cosmos', but without being 
identified with it, because priority is given to the idea of 'order'. 
Guthrie39 also accepts all of the extensive research of the meanings 
of the word Kóa~oç by Kirk, agreeing with him that finally Kóa~oç 
means «the natural world and the order in it.» So, we see that even 
the few scholars who disagree, although at first they reject the 
universal notion of the 'cosmos' , they finally accept it, giving to the 
Kóa~oç the right meaning of the 'well-ordered cos mos' . 

Furthermore, as far as the interpretation of the phrase is 
concerned, Zelle~o correctly considers that <lrcávtwv does not refer 
to árcávtwv <twv XÓ<1~wv>, and that the meaning of the phrase is 
not 'the same order for all the worlds', believing that the double use 
of Kóa~oç would be completely impossible. But as he translates the 
cosmos only as 'order', he loses the meaning of the cosmic identity, 
remaining only in the meaning of the 'same order'. Gigon41 does the 
same thing, and even though he interprets the Kóa~ov ... Èrcolll<1EV 
as öIEKÓa~f1aEV, giving thus to the word Kóa~oç the double 
meaning both of the 'ordered whoie' and of 'order', he unjustifiably 
claims that the phrase tov autov <lrcávtwv is a suitable addition to 
the fragment, only if the Kóa~ov TÓVÖE means 'this order', and not 
'this world', without saying why, believing that the árcávtwv means 
'all existing things'. So, he interprets the phrase with the broad 
meaning of this order which is 'the same for everything', that is, for 
all the things comprehended in it, obviously losing the meaning of 
the cosmic identity, since he finally accepts the cosmos only as 
'order'. Kirk,42 who as I have already mentioned, does not accept the 
phrase as Heraclitean but as Clement's addition, claims that tOV 
autov m eans «that there is a Kóa~oç which is somehow not the 
same for, or does not include, all things,» and that this interpretation 
is similar to Clement's Stoic differentiation of the worlds. But he is 
led to this misinterpretation, first, because he rejects the universal 
notion of the Kóa~oç, and second, because he rejects the tOV 
autov as Clement's addition. So, he looses sight of the very 
important meaning regarding the obvious cosmie identity here, 
consuming his attempts in finding supposedly Stoic differentiated 
worlds, which is not in line with Heraclitus' thought. 

39 W.K.C. Guthrie: A History of Greek Philosophy (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1962, vol. I), pp. 208n.1, 455. 

40 E. Zeiler: Die Philosophie der Griechen in ihrer geschichtlichen 
Entwicklung 1,11, ed. W. Nestie (Leipzig: Reisland, 1920, 6th ed.), p. 812. 

41 O. Gigon, op. cit., pp. 55-56. 
42 G.S. Kirk, op. cit., pp. 309-310. 
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On the other hand, Vlastos43 correctly disagrees with Kirk, 
accepting the phrase as Heraclitean and considering the clrcáv'twv 
as masculine, interpreting it as a contrast between the real, common 
cosmos a nd the individual, artificial cosmos 0 f the p eople who do 
not understand the Àóyoç (82). Vlastos"" considers th at «the world 
is not made and unmade in alternate eons; generation and 
destruction are concurrent and constant, hence the form of the world 
is also constant. Fire, 'kindled' by 'gathering' into its own substance 
a measure of fue!, is also 'extinguished' by 'scattering abroad' the 
same measure of light. This measured give-and-take accounts for 
the permanence of the world which 'was and is and is to be'.45» 8ut 
despite of his right interpretation, Vlastos does not succeed in 
finding further any account of identity in the fragment, and so he 
remains only in the one and common real cosmos; nevertheless, the 
world is also declared here as aUtóç. Kirk et al"6 do not accept the 
phrase as Heraclitean too, and disagree with Vlastos because they 
consider that his interpretation would be correct if fr. 830 was 
followed by a Heraclitean reference to the deceitfulness of people; 
but nothing like that happens in the fragment, and the phrase in 
question is not found in the other two texts of Plutarch and 
Simplicius47 where fr. 830 is saved. But the fact that the phrase is 
not found in these two texts of those ancient writers neither does it 
mean nor does it prove that it is not Heraclitean, so the allegation of 
Kirk et al is irrelevant. 

Guthrie48 agrees with Vlastos and correctly accepts the phrase 
as Heraclitean, believing that it reflects the Ephesian's thought. 
According to him, the Kóa~oç is the 'cosmic order', which is an 
organized well-ordered 'harmony of opposites' and of warring beings 
which is universal, that is, tov autov árcávtwv. The emphasis that is 
given to this 'universality' is not superficial, for Guthrie, because 
common people do not comprehend it, as they are cut oft from the 
XOl voç XÓ<JJ!oç. Although his interpretation is not wrong, 
unfortunately, it still cannot convey the meaning of cosmic identity in 
the autóv, remaining only in the 'universality' of the cosmos. Finally, 

43 G. Vlastos, op. cit., p. 344ft. 
44 G. Vlastos: 'Equality and Justice in Early Greek Cosmologies', 

Classical Philology 42, 1947; also in Studies in Presocratic Philosophy, (eds.) 
D.J. Furley and R.E. Allen (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970, vol. I), p. 
67ft. 

45 Cf. K. Reinhardt, op. cit., pp. 169ft, 176n.2. 
46 G.S. Kirk, J.E. Raven and M. Schofield, op. cit., pp. 197-198. 
47 Plutarch, De animo 5, 1014A; Simplicius, De caelo 294 Heiberg. 
48 W.K.C. Guthrie, op. cit., p. 454n.2. 
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Marcovich49 who correctly accepts the phrase as Heraclitean, claims 
that by its acceptance we can also easily understand the tmv 
elV6QlÓn:(t)V, as the phrase is meaning «this world-order, the same of 
all men,» agreeing with Vlastos and Guthrie. So, he interprets 
Heraclitus' phrase as follows: «This world-order of our experience, 
which is, by the way, the only real world-order, common to all men.» 
Finally, he ag rees with Vlastos' interpretation that the idea of the real 
cosmic order by contrast with the dreamy worlds of people who do 
not follow the Àóyoç matches with fr. 889: toiç ÈYQTJyoQÓ<Jl v Éva xal 
XOl'VO'V Xó<JI!OV Elval, and he considers that there is a kind of 'suture' 
between Heraclitus' principle of n:uQ and Àóyoç.50 However, even 
though his interpretation also is not wrong, unfortunately, it too 
cannot conceive of the identity of the cosmos as Heraclitus 
obviously declares it in the aU1:óv. 

On the contrary, VerdeniusSJ who wonders how is it possible 
for fire to be àEl~(t)ov since it is altered to the rest cosmic elements 
(831, 890), is opposed to the theories which support that the 
cosmos is only in some of its parts put out fire, while as a whole it is 
fire, and indeed a16tlQ (Kirk, Kirk et al), and considers that Heraclitus 
says that it is elEl fire and everywhere, without declaring any other 
forms of fire. So, he claims that fire is àEl~(t)ov and this is its 
id\osyncratic substantial nature, which likes to be hidden in its 
alterations (8123), and not to be revealed as the Delphic god (893) 
to anyone's observation, but only to someone clear-sighted such as 
Heraclitus, who is able to 'see' this universal 'same' substance 
under the changed masses of the cosmos. So, with this 
interpretation he perceives of the cosmic identity in Heraclitus, 
justifying it correctly in the fire-8eing. On the other hand, KahnS2 is 
led to a misinterpretation, for he accepts the phrase as Heraclitean, 
but he interprets the Kóa~oç only as 'order', and not as 'world' or 
'world order', thinking that the phrase is talking about the order 
which is naturally 'common' and the same for all people and all 
things. He considers that this order also includes the early meaning 
of the right politica I and moral order that is applied commonly to all 
people, like the divine law by which all human laws are fed (8114). 
So, by interpreting the Kóa~oç only as order, and not universally, 

49 M. Marcovich, op. cit., pp. 268-273. 
50 Cf. frr. 22867, 22890: 9\JwJ1utu - XQtlJ1Utu. 
51 W.J. Verdenius: 'Heraclitus' Conception of Fire', in J. Mansfeld and 

L.M. de Rijk (eds.), Kephalaion: Studies in Greek Philosophy and its 
Continuation Offered to Professor C.L. de Vogel (Assen, 1975), pp. 1-8. 

52 C.H. Kahn: The Art and Thought of Heraclitus (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1979), pp. 132-133. 
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Kahn los es the meaning of the cosmic identity of the autóv. On the 
contrary, Robinson 5J gives a more correct interpretation as he 
accepts the universal meaning of 'cosmos' in the word Kóa~oç, and 
with some doubt he also accepts the meaning of the 'ordered world', 
for as he says, the meaning of the 'ordered world' is found in 
Anaxagoras54 and in Diogenes of Apollonia,5S while the meaning of 
'cosmos' is found in Empedocles,Sb and thus it is quite possible that 
also Heraclitus uses the same meaning since he writes only one 
generation before them. He also considers th at the cosmos «is a 
given,» a nd t hat int hat sense i t is 'the same' f or all b eings, a sa 
universe with XOl voç À,óyoç (B2). But this means that we find here 
ontologically the identity of the cosmos in its Being as XOlVOÇ À,óyoç. 

According to my interpretation, in fr. B30 the Ephesian 
philosopher defines the Being of the cosmos as àd~wov 1t\lQ. But 
betore this ontological definition ot his, he talks about the cosmos 
saying that this cosmos - which is about to define its Being as 
àE(~(r>OV 1t\lQ - is the 'same' tor all, ó autoç XÓ(J~oç. So, the XÓ(J~ov 
tÓvÖE. tov autov <l1távtwv refers to the identity of the cosmos, in the 
sense that the cos mos is 'the same' for all, it is ó autoç á1távtwv. 
But how does the atltov presuppose identity of itself as far as the 
others are c oncerned, and what does i t mean th at t he cosmos is 
autoç (z1távtwv? It means that the cosmos is Elç xat XOlVÓÇ, as 
Heraclitus declares in fr. B89. That the cosmos is ó autoç (z1távtwv 
means both that the cosmos is in identity in the perceptions of all the 
beings of multiplicity, and also that the cosmos is in identity 
ontologically since the cosmos is à€t àE(~WOV 1t\lQ, which is its 
Being. There are not many, private, individual, rÖLOl 57 worlds, but EtÇ 

xat XOl voç, Ó autoç for all, and ontologically it is always the 'same' 
Being-1t\lQ. That the cos mos is 'one' is also proved by the singular 
number Kóa~ov TóvliE, toV autóv. So, the cos mos in the 
Heraclitean cosmotheory is EtÇ xat XOlVÓÇ, 'one and common' (B89), 
but also ó autóç, the 'same' tor all (B30). Hence, Heraclitus defines 
here more specifically linguistically the identity of the cosmos by the 
autóv; because, as 1 have already mentioned, to Elva( Tl tautóv 
means in ancient Greek tautótTlç,S8 'identity'. So, according to 
Heraclitus, the cosmos exists in identity as Ó autoç XÓlJJ10ç. 

53 T.M. Robinson, op. eit., p. 96. 
54 See 5988. 
55 See 6482. 
56 See 318134.5. 
57 See 22889. 
58 H.G. Liddell and R. Seott, op. eit., IV, p. 296. 
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My research also finds the same in meaning identity of the aU10~ 
XÓ<Jf.10ç in fr. B84a, b: 

884a, b, Plotinus, Enneads IV 8, 1 : f.1t:ta~áH .. ov 
<lVanuUEtUl. xáf.1utóç t<Jtl tolç uutolç f.1oX9E1v XUI. 
liQXE<J9ul. 

The two words iJETO(3áÀÀov and tolç uutolç must refer to and mean 
correspondingly the cosmos as a whoie, as €v, and the cosmos as 
multiplicity, as TTávTO. Because, firstly, the indefinite tI. of 
iJEToJ3áÀÀov generally refers to everything, and taking into 
consideration of the Heraclitean cosmotheory of the universal 
alteration of the TTávTO, I conclude that Heraclitus' iJEToJ3áÀÀov 
must refer to the nä.v, that is, to all the cosmos as h. Secondly, the 
toIç uutoIç must refer to nothing else but to the 'same' things and 
beings of all the world, that is, to the cosmos as multiplicity, as 
TTávTO, because the tolç autolç f.1oXOdv XUt aQXE<JOul cannot refer 
to anything else - being used with an indefinite subject as here - but 
only to TTávTO, that is, to all the multiple beings of the world. 
Because the ones which are ruled and for which eternal weariness 
is toiled, are all the beings of the world, that is, the cosmos as 
multiplicitY-TTávTO. Consequently, by the iJETOJ3áAAov Heraclitus is 
talking about the cosmos as €v, and by the folç uutolç he is talking 
about the cosmos as rrávTo, which is one and the same in his 
thought as the world Ëv-návtu. S9 

But my interest is focused here on fr. 884b, and specificallyon 
the toIç uutoIç. What is the meaning of this fragment and 
particularly of the tolç uUfolç? In the domain of research, 
Reinhardt60 correctly claims that fr. 884b refers to the macrocosm, 
while Gigon 61 considers it simply as obscure, but they both do not 
offer any further comments. Kirk61 correctly considers that the 
fragment refers to weariness and to identity - that is, to the 
opposites rest and alteration of the first fr. B84a -, and that its 
meaning is «no-change is weariness.» He accepts that it constitutes 
an explanation of the peculiar character of the first fr. 884a, with a 

59 See 22850, Hippolytus, Refutation of All Heresies IX 9: Êv l'távta ,. 
El val. 

60 K. Reinhardt, p. 194n.2, considers that in fr. 22884b Heraclitus refers 
to the macrocosm, while in fr. 22820 he refers to the microcosm, with common 
reference the clvan:aUElJOal. 

61 o. Gigon, op. cit., p. 94ft. 
62 G.S. Kirk, op. cit., pp. 252-254. 
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universal application to the human experience, saying: «just as it is 
wearisome for a servant to continue toiling for the same master 
without change of scene or occupation, so (it may be inferred) it is 
wearisome for matter of any kind to remain indefinitely in the same 
relationship with its surroundings.» So, as a conclusion, Kirk 
interprets the identity of the tot; autot; as the remaining of matter in 
the same relationship with its environment. Although his 
interpretation is not wrong, I consider that Heraclitus does not make 
here any metaphorical reference to the human experience, but he 
talks literally referring to the 'same' universe and to the weariness 
th at it feels because of its eternal toiling for its multiple 'same' self
rrávTa Hence, Heraclitus does not talk exactly about matter and 
about its 'same' relation with its environment, but about the identity 
of the universe. 

Guthrie6
-' agrees with Gigon about the obscurity of fr. B84b, 

and claims th at Heraclitus should say - following the same style of 
the identity of the opposites of fr. B 111: Al~OÇ xó(>ov, xállaToç 
àvánau<Jl v -, that the ,.lOX6ftv xal aQXfo6al is rather rest instead of 
weariness, and furthermore, th at if the subject is the lack of 
alteration, so Heraclitus should say: Èv t<!i aut<!i ~iVfl v, or ti (>fIlELv ~ 
But as a consequence, he loses the meaning of the cosmic identity, 
and also misinterprets the fragment, because Heraclitus regards 
here the cosmic identity as the cause of the cosmic alteration, 
defining alteration as rest, because of the weariness of identity; if he 
should have said that the ,.LOX6tiv xal a(>Xfo6al was rest, then there 
wouldn't be any reason for alteration, since alteration happens here 
as the result of the weariness from the cosmic identity. 

Axelos64 gives a correct interpretation, considering that «the 
weariness and the exhaustion that are caused by the kingdom of the 
identical, are avoided because the same eternally becomes other.» 
So, he correctly perceives of the cosmic reference in the fragment 
and its simultaneous alteration-identity. On the other hand, 
Marcovich 65 finds the meaning of the fragment very hypothetical, 
because of its later Neoplatonic salvation, and he considers it as an 
explanation or proof of the first fr. B84a, claiming that both 
fragments justify the specific alteration of fire, as Diels conceives of 
it, and not the general alteration as Kirk and Gigon conceive of. He 
interprets the totç autoiç as totç öeonótatç claiming that the 
fragment says: «it is weariness to be ruled always by the same 

63 W.K.C. Guthrie, op. cit., p. 445, n.3. 
64 K. Axelos: Heraclitus and Philosophy, trans. D. Dimitriadis (Athens: 

Exantas, 1974), p. 111. 
65 M. Marcovich, op. cit.. pp. 303-304. 
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masters.» Her egards f ire as the servant, w hose service r efers t 0 

those stages where fire is being reduced to more t han half of its 
original stuff, similar to the XPJlolJoauvJl of fr. B65. He also 
considers that Heraclitus declares that it is tiring for the divine fire to 
toil eternally for the same master, and so, it is justified every time it 
changes its master into water (B36: 'l'UXTJlO'lV 9ávutoç uöroQ 
yEvi0'9ul; 8117: uYQllV tllV 'l'UXllV Ëxrov), into earth, into heavenly 
fire (oKácpal), or into anything else (B90: XP~lJaTa) - and not only 
into the rest constituent elements of the human body, as Oiels 
interprets it -. Marcovich's specific interpretation is not wrong, since 
what is really changing in the cos mos is the n:uQ, which toils for the 
same master-cosmos changing it eternally; but he does not indicate 
clearly the cosmic identity which he perceives in the master-cosmos
uutoiç with more emphasis. 

Kahn66 gives a misinterpretation as he considers the rest of fr. 
884a and the weariness of fr. B84b as a couple of opposites -
because th at is the way they are found in fr. B 111 -. Kahn is 
cautious against the traditional interpretation of the toiç uutoiç as 
the masters by Burnet, Dieis, Kirk and Marcovich, and he finally 
supports the interpretation of Bollack-Wismann who consider that 
the toiç uutoiç 1l0X9Eiv does not refer to the person whom 
somebody labors for, but to the object of toil or to the cause of 
suffenng. For the äQXE0'9ul he accepts the interpretation of the 
'beginning' and not that of 'governing'. Thus, Kahn misinterprets the 
meaning of the fragments as: «it is weariness 'to be (always) 
beginning': never to get to the end of the job but toil continually at 
the same work and thus never find rest by changing.» But Heraclitus 
here obviously defines alteration as rest (B84a), and not the 
opposite as Kahn misinterprets, who besides that, also misinterprets 
the meaning of identity talking about the 'same work' and not about 
the 'same cosmos' . Heraclitus does not refer to the 'same work', but 
to the work for the 'same things', which in their universal 'indefinite' 
form as uutoiç here cannot be anything else but the XÓO'Il0Ç - n:ávtu. 
Robinson67 also gives a misinterpretation, as he has many doubts 
about the exact reference of the problematic words of fr. B84b, 
claiming that it is 'specific and sociological' in its character, and 
declaring that 'the life of the slaves is monotonous and wearisome'. 
But this partial interpretation is a 'pure conjecture', because as 
Plotinus s ays about Heraclitus, àflEÀtlO'UÇ O'u<PTJ lllliv n:OlTJO'Ul tGV 
ÀÓyov. This happens on purpose, according to my opinion, because 
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66 C.H. Kahn, op. cit., pp. 169-170. 
67T.M. Robinson, op. cit., pp. 133-134. 
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